
First Congregational Church
Information Technology Project Proposal

For information on the handling of this project proposal, refer to the Information Technology
Subcommittee Policies document.

===================================================================
======== This Section To Be Filled Out By The Requesting Group =========

====================================================================

Describe what needs to change (what do you want to do and why):

Request for installation of Wi-Fi capabilities within the Church building.  With more extensive use of
laptop and other computing systems, there is a need to offer access to Internet for people that come to
the church for seminars and symposiums from other organizations.  In addition, our own education
and training programs can benefit from the materials available on the Internet.  By offering
interconnectivity, we can further increase the use of the facility for educational needs of the
congregation and community.

What are the benefits?

The ability to access the Internet as a training tool would be invaluable to the Church educational
programs.  This includes the Sunday Seminars and historical referencing in yet to be defined
programs.  This would introduce a whole new capability to connect with materials and programs that
are out there in the aether for presentation and knowledge enhancement.  The future is unknown and
needs to be affirmed to grasp the potential and possibilities.  When outside groups are seeking
technology opportunities, we would be in the forefront of capabilities and possibilities. 

Are there any special needs or limitations?

RF signal quality is a major consideration:  Due to the construction of the building, RF signals do
not transfer well from room to room in the church.  In addition Wi-Fi is easily disrupted by line of site
interference (people moving around) of the signal.  These problems need to be addressed directly.
The ZoneFlex system from Ruckus Wireless using BeamFlex technology monitors and manages the
signal path from the ZoneFlex 2942 AP (Access Point) to the using equipment to make use of direct
line or reflected path to find the highest signal quality.  By setting up zones for each major meeting
room, the quality of signal in the room containing the 2942 AP would be high and free of interference.

Security is the major consideration:  The Zoneflex system maintains access authentication through
the ZoneDirector 1000 that performs the access authentication of what user's equipment can be
connected to the system.  To gain access, each user would need to have a password supplied to
them.  This can be made automatic by plugging into any hardwired access port in the church that has
access to the ZoneDirector Browser and downloading a “plugin” through their browser.  Once the
equipment has the “plugin” password, the system will allow them free access to the allowed network.
Through the currently owned church network equipment the internal systems of the church can be
isolated from this access system as needed.  The ZoneDirector also support 4 SSID choices that can
be setup so that “staff” has one authorization and “public” has a second more restrictive, and the third
and fourth provide further access control.

References:

ZoneDirector 1000:  http://firstchurchtosa.org/Archives/Servants/zonedirector-1000-ds.pdf 

ZoneFlex 2942 AP:   http://firstchurchtosa.org/Archives/Servants/zoneflex-2942-ds.pdf

ZoneFlex FAQ:         http://firstchurchtosa.org/Archives/Servants/zoneflex-faqs.pdf

Please give this document to the church office and tell them it is for the Board of Trustees.
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===================================================================
======== This Section To Be Filled Out By The Board Of Trustees =========

====================================================================

Additional Information Needed From Requesting Group:

Recommendations:

Seek to implement the Ruckus Wireless ZoneFlex system as soon as possible to benefit the
2007-2008 Church programs.

Approved:  Yes   No

Please give this document to the church office and tell them it is for the Information Technology
Subcommittee.
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===================================================================
== This Section To Be Filled Out By The Information Technology Subcommittee ==

====================================================================

Additional Information Needed From Requesting Group:

Technology Analysis:

Simple commercial Wi-Fi access points will not handle the signal pathing required for the church
facility.  Other business solution in the range of $50000 to $100000+ are totally unwarranted for this
simple need.  The newer 802.11n technology is unapproved and poses significant issues with little
gain to the end user.  Currently the “N” is more market hype than concrete benefit.

$Cost/Scope (boundaries, elapsed time, person hours):

The ZoneDirector 1000 to support up to 6 ZoneFlex 2942 APs is the ZD1006 and has a MSRP of
$1200 plus $144 for required Premium Support for a total ceiling price of $1344.

Each ZoneFlex 2942 AP has a MSRP of $349 plus $42 for required Premium Support for a total
ceiling price of $391 each.

A four room system would have a ceiling cost of $2908 before we would negotiate a possible reseller
discount.  A six room system would have a ceiling cost of $3690 before negotiations.

Each ZoneFlex 2942 needs power source and wired connection to the internal church network.  The
budget includes 20 hours at $50/ hour for power wiring.  The internal church network wiring is installed
by church members as needed.

Technology Plan Implications (timing, maintenance):

Setting up the DMZ zone for Internet and not internal access will need to be performed.

We need a cat 5 Internet wiring installed between the Nave balcony video system and the HP
ProSwitch24 in the church office networking hub.  This is planned in other technology proposals and is
expected to occur in support of this proposal.  This wiring can be installed during a “cleanup day” or
some other Saturday for about $150.

Maintenance of the system will be to perform regular security check audits of all computer systems in
the church.  At a minimum, the system would have a rapid shutdown procedure documented and
training provided so that the system could be disabled if a breach is detected.

Training Required:

Documentation and handout will need to be produced to enable users to connect and respect the
security issues that will be maintained for the system.  Document and train staff in rapid shutdown
procedures and technical support escalation procedures. 

Possible Implementation Issues:

Reticence to seek new program opportunities because our forefathers have not seen the needs. 

Timing of Changes (notification to church staff):

After setup and security configuration the staff would be notified.  The next plan would be to ask a
number of member users to use the system and make recommendations and seek security holes that
would be resolved before offering external visitor access.

Recommendations:

Fill out the plans and seek to further refine the total plan for rapid implementation in the fall clean up
day in 2007, 2008, 2009....
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Meeting Minutes:

ITS Proposal Review Meeting; 11-Oct-2006 17:00 to 18:00 in church library:

Attendees: Rob Brink, Bill Edens, Cindy Payette and Jim VerDuin

Absent: Scott Hoerig, Gary Kebbekus. Laura Kletti

Summary:

Primary goals were presented.  1) Propose a system for providing the congregation and Trustees
with a picture of what a WiFi system for the church would require.  2) Introduce the technology
necessary to get quality of service, consistent performance, and interference rejection that is hard
to attain from retail AP vendors or the large enterprise AP vendors.  3) Begin some serious
discussions of what needs to be done to expand the Internet usage in the Church for  program and
educational development.

Background was discussed about the source of this capability request.  During the Seminars in the
church last November, a commercial WiFi Access Point was setup in the Fellowship Lounge.  It
was installed by Don Olson using his NACCC equipment.  The availability was appreciated and
utilized during the four days and was considered a good thing.  In contrast, the ITS considered the
experiment as a breach of church security.  The usage of the system did not require an access
SSID or password and opened the Church network to the airways around the church.  In addition to
the lack of security, there were noticeable failures in signal quality and connectivity consistency.
There has been a request to Don to see that future use of the system would require SSID and
password authorization and should encrypt the information being broadcast.

The meeting discussion moved on to having Rob present his vision of how the Internet could be
used with the PF and what would be required.  He characterized the need to be like some library
based systems that are Novell based that hav a “single sign in” for each possible approved user
and that all transactions on the network by the user would to logged and available for review.  Two
possible methods of network usage were presented.   The first model makes the WEB network
open to access any site and to then set restrictions on URL links to sites that are unacceptable.
The second (and agreed to) model would restrict all users from general WEB access and would
open only those sites that are acceptable and have been requested and reviewed.  This was
especially for the PF members where the restriction of general usage is driven by some parents
and considered a better position for the church.

This discussion was then generalized to all of the Internet ports that are installed in the public areas
of the church.  Currently there are eight open ports in the church.  They are: 1 in the Fellowship
Lounge, 2 in the library, 2 in the Social Hall, 1 in the CE Conference Room, and I in the PF room
(currently disconnected). All of these have unrestricted access to inside and external network
destinations.  One outcome of the meeting was that access security should be installed on these
current connection points.  This access would be to restrict internal system access from these ports
and make them strictly external WEB/Internet connections.  This work was proposed and planned
earlier in the year and resources were denied.

In general, the idea of WiFi was considered a good and necessary plan for the future.  As a result,
the proposal should be added to the Trustee budget as a 2008 line item or at least as a planned
item to the long term required facility improvements list.

For budgetary information, implementation of existing port security will require the installation of 50
foot cat 5 cable run from the church office central network switch to the Archive Room ($25 for
cable),  120 foot cat 5 cable run from the elevator area in the lower level to the church office central
network switch ($60 for cable), and 100 foot cat 5 cable run from the Nave balcony video system to
the  church office central network switch ($50 for cable).  These runs will require connectors at their
source end ($25).  These cable runs along with the existing equipment already in the church would
make it possible to isolate the public access connection points from internal church access and
restrict connections to only the external Internet.
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As for “single sign on” capability, this would be made a part of the WiFi system installation by use
of the ZoneDirector and its “Dynamic PSK” capability.  The ZoneDirector can maintain the
database necessary for up to 1000 separate users authorization records.

Logging of all network traffic on the public ports will be looked into, but first analysis looks that the
church office central network switch has the capability to capture this information.  Software on the
central church server “server1” could be developed to get or accept this captured data and filter the
information for review and record keeping.  The Juniper firewall can be programmed to restrict
access to “blocked” URL sites.

The WiFi proposal can be staged in smaller outlays to test and develop the total system.  It is
proposed that one ZF2942AP be borrowed or bought to test in the Fellowship Lounge to see it
performance in the FL and the Library.  It would also be used to test coverage of the CE
Conference Room and Nave.  This would be $391 hardware outlay if a unit can not be borrowed
from the regional reseller.  This AP would be secured by using its local to AP SSID and password
system.  The next step would be to obtain a Zone Director ZD1006 to provide “single sign in” and
central AP management.  This would be $1344 for the ZoneDirector.  Additional ZF2942AP at
$391each and possibly a ZF2925 “Lite Mesh Gateway” at $290 each can be obtained to simplify
the the interconnect of APs as needed.  The second AP could be installed in the Nave or the Social
Hall as experience suggests.

The discussion needs to be continued and more contributors are welcome.
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